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A Beauty So Beastly

"For your vanity, your cruelty, and your cold unfeeling heart, a curse I leave upon you . . ." What happens if the beauty is also the beast? The stunning Beatrice Cavanaugh is considered American royalty. She has everything except the ability to love. Cursed on her eighteenth birthday, she becomes more beastly than ever, having a newfound craving for raw meat, and an undeniable yearning for the night. Bitterness is her only companion. After accusing a maid of stealing, a disgustingly kind and exquisitely handsome guy named Adam shows up asking Beatrice to drop the charges against his mother. Infuriated by his goodness, Beatrice vows to break him. Destroy him. Make him hurt the way she hurts. So she agrees. On one condition: Adam must take his mother’s place as a servant in the mansion. Because Beatrice won’t stop until he’s more beastly than she is.
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Customer Reviews

In this somewhat strange remake of Beauty and the Beast, Beatrice Cavanaugh has everything she could ever want. Everything that is except feelings and emotions. She feels nothing. And living in a
world where everyone else does is difficult. She tries to respond appropriately like her parents taught her, but she mostly acts like a spoiled, rich, brat. And most people seem to think so. Even the hired help disapproves of her behavior. Beatrice’s parents buy her whatever she wants, including million-dollar cars and diamond tiaras for her birthday. Her close friends also buy her extravagant gifts to show her how much they care. And if they don’t, they are no longer her friends. But on her birthday everything changes. Greg, a guy who is seeing one of her friends, curses her for being so cruel and heartless, and then disappears. In another turn of events, the very good looking Adam comes to work for her in his mother’s place and Beatrice suddenly develops emotions. All of those emotions she should have felt the last 18 years have suddenly come upon her all at once and it is blinding pain for a full day. The only relief she gets is from Adam touching her. Not only does she have emotions now, but she is turning into something else, a beast. She wants lots of rare, red meat and is acting kind of aggressive at times. Turns out the world is a much different place than she could have ever imagined. She is a werecat, along with her parents, and there are a lot more supernatural creatures out there besides her. At her parents strange disappearance, she delves deeper into trying to find out more about what she is and the history behind it. Along the way she meets some other supernatural friends and finds out some unsavory information about the guy she is falling for, Adam.
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